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Abstract 
In the new age of Internet, the developing network technology and enhancing operation thinking trigger the taxi industry reform.
In particular, the advent of special cars brings unprecedented shocks to the taxi industry. The Paper, based on taxi positioning in 
domestic and foreign cities and industrial development mode experience, analyzes the differences between taxis and special cars
in terms of market positioning and operation mode, probes into their harmonious development feasibility, and proposes concrete 
suggestions about the taxi industry development and management modes. 
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In early 2015, taxi strikes occurred in many places across China. This event is caused by the chronic illness of 
relatively high franchise fees. Moreover, the booming development of emerging special car industry brings shocks 
[1]. This event ends with proper handling by the government. However, the event should drive the development. For 
taxis in the new age of Internet, correct market positioning should be made, the operation management mode should 
be adjusted, and common development with special cars should be achieved by sub-dividing service market. 
1. Taxi Industry Development and Positioning 
1.1. Taxi Positioning in Domestic and Foreign Cities  
Taxis are intended to provide vehicles and driving services for passengers. The operation mode is charging based 
on miles and time. They can both tout while traveling on the road and accept customers through appointment, 
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satisfying special traveling demands of ordinary customers. The positioning of taxis in the urban passenger transport 
system is the key factor for developing the taxi market [3]. It can be found that based on domestic and foreign taxi 
operation conditions, the positioning of taxis in the urban passenger transport system varies from country to country 
due to different national conditions and social and economic development. In addition, the importance of their 
function is also different. 
x London 
Taxis in London are positioned as the supplement to urban public transport. London puts taxi in the same position 
as bus and subway and regards it as an indispensable part of the public transport system. Although taxis take up only 
a very small proportion (about 2%) in the urban public transpo rt system of London, such public traveling mainly 
include special traveling of ordina ry residents and traveling of special residents, meeting the traveling demand that 
buses and rail transport cannot satisfy [6]. Although the fees for taking taxis are far higher than those for ordinary 
public transport in London, they can offer special convenience, fastness and high-quality services. In London, taxis 
enjoy the treatment for buses, e.g., taxis can drive on exclusive roads for buses, and London government exempts 
the taxis from “road congestion fee”. In addition, only taxis enjoy the right of turning back on some special roads. 
Waiting areas for taxis are provided in the places such as business centers, hotels and subway stations where 
passengers are dense. In these areas, taxis can stop for use, as shown in Fig.1. 
Fig. 1. Taxi Waiting Area in London 
x Australia  
As public transport systems of the regions in Australia experience different development, the taxi industry 
positioning is not identical. In urban areas with better public transport, taxis mainly serve passengers with special 
traveling demand, which are the supplement to the urban public transport. While in smaller rural and urban areas 
with backward public transport, taxis are the only public transport means accessible to them and an integral part of 
the urban public transport. 
New South Wales, the most populous state of Australia, has relatively complete public transport facilities, where 
the biggest city of Australia - Sydney is located [5]. As every 1.7 persons possess one vehicle on average in 
Australia, taxis cannot carry passengers at random in the downtown so as to ensure smooth urban traffic. Instead, the 
system of taxing at designated places or appointment via telephone is implemented. Furthermore, taxi fees are very 
high. Taxis are available on demand and can provide door-to-door service within 24 hours. They become the 
supplement to the urban public transport. As Queensland suffers from serious population aging and sees strong 
growth in the touring industry, the demand for distinctive transportation means such as taxi rises rapidly. Thus, the 
taxis constitute a major part of public transport in Queensland and have public transport nature. 
x Singapore  
In Singapore, taxis are positioned between public transport and cars, and an integral part of the integrated urban 
passenger transport system. With small territory, limited road resources and dense population, Singapore 
government attaches great importance to the public transport system and encourages citizens to use public transport 
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through administrative measures. The road utilization rate of taxis is higher than private cars but they cannot be 
compared with public transport such as bus and subway. Thus, Singapore doesn’t regard taxi as a public transport 
means. In Singapore, taxis, as an important traveling mode, take up a large proportion of daily public traveling 
volume and mostly serve the groups with certain consumption capacity or special demands. Additionally, the taxi 
operation in Singapore is completely market-based, i.e. the access is opened, no control is imposed on total quantity, 
price control is lifted and the prices are set by operation companies. The operation companies only report the prices 
to the government for filing and the government only supervises their service quality. In Singapore, the proportion 
of passengers carried by taxis in the recent ten years maintains around 15% in the urban public transport, as shown 
in Fig.2. 
Fig.2. Proportion of passengers carried by taxis in the recent ten years maintains 
1.2. Taxi Positioning Summary  
It can be found that from the research based on international experience, most urban public transport plays a 
“leading role” and meet general traveling demand of most people, while taxis are mainly intended to meet special 
traveling demand of some people, which doesn’t provide general services but provides efficient services. In some 
cities with scarce public transport or huge demand for taxis, taxis meet daily traveling demand of the masses, 
constituting a major part of urban public transport and having public transport nature. 
1.3. Positioning Comparison between Special Car and Taxi  
 Special cars are mainly of commercial rental car. Traveling services can be appointed online via the third-party 
platform. Cars from the rental companies and chauffeurs from the labor companies will jointly provider door-to-
door services rather than touting on roads. Essentially, both taxis and special cars are of profit-orientated 
transportation service. Based on relatively mature development experience of overseas special car services, the 
special car service derived from the combination of car, with labor rental having higher cost per mile than taxis and 
more targeted customer groups, providing higher-end services. 
2. Research on Taxi Operation Modes  
2.1. Analysis of Taxi Operation Modes in Domestic and Foreign Cities  
x London  
Individual operation mode is adopted in London taxi industry. In London, Britain, taxi operation license could be 
obtained free of charge upon governmental approval, but license transfer by operators is strictly restricted. Licenses 
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could only be transferred together with the taxi to his/her close relatives after the death of the license holder. Such 
close relatives of the license holder shall perform the responsibilities of and position requirements on the license 
holder. The license could not be sold, and shall be owned by Transport for London (TFL). Taxi license shall only 
serve as the right of operation in taxi industry approved by regulatory authority. When the license holder no longer 
engages in taxi industry, his/her right on taxi operation will also be terminated. Taxi license will not be used for 
investment or pension purposes. Except London, other cities in Britain may issue taxi licenses for paid use through 
administrative permission, and the permanent licenses may be sold together with taxis. 
x Singapore  
 Corporatized operation mode is mainly adopted in Singapore taxi industry. In Singapore, the operation mode of 
corporatized lease prevails absolutely. The company has the ownership and operation right over operation taxis, and 
leases out taxis to drivers, who shall pay SHD 1,000 as rent to and sign a lease contract with the company. Drivers 
shall pay rent to the company every three days. Currently, taxi leasing enterprises in Singapore only recognize one 
lessee, who shall bear legal liabilities under taxi lease contract, including paying rent and settling disputes. In order 
to increase the use efficiency of taxi, the lessee may release information individually or through the enterprise on 
finding substitutes, 4 at most, from qualified drivers. For the mode of individual operation, Singapore government 
adopts the method of “no more entry and gradual exit”, leading the gradually decrease of the proportion of 
individual operation mode. By the end of 2010, 98.5% of taxis in Singapore are operated by taxi lease enterprises in 
the form of lease, and only 1.5% of taxis are operated by individuals. The last individual taxi operator will exit the 
industry in 2030.
x Paris
Individual operation and corporatized operation coexist in Paris taxi industry. According to the differences of 
vehicle ownership, operation license and driving license ownership, corporatized operation may be further divided 
into paid driver operation mode, corporate driver operation mode and stockholding driver operation mode. Paris 
government adopts the policy of total quantity control and paid transfer for the occupational qualification of taxi 
drivers. Since the government controls the total quantity of licenses, the newly approved licenses are in a small 
number, and generally new drivers could purchase licenses only after old drivers exit. Paid drivers are hired by taxi 
lease enterprises. After off duty, paid drivers need to return taxis and all operating revenues to the enterprise every 
day, which will take part of such revenue as the remuneration to the drivers. Paid drivers are entitled to welfares 
such as social insurance provided by the enterprise. This mode is similar with the bus operation mode in China. 
2.2. Summarization of taxi operation modes 
Taxi industry pertains to service industry, and service quality is the ultimate goal of an industry. No matter what 
operation modes are adopted, service quality shall always be taken as an important assessment criterion. The mode 
of taxi operation involves the interest of many parties, and different operation modes determine different 
mechanisms such labor relation, interest distribution and right guarantee. The mode of taxi operation not only 
concerns the vital interest of operators and drivers, but also influences the service level of taxi industry and the 
management efficiency of government [2]. Therefore, operation modes must reflect the current development of taxi 
industry in the city, stand on the improvement of service efficiency, service level and industrial management 
regulation, and be suitable for the healthy development of current taxi industry. Major taxi operation modes in 
different cities are shown in the following Table1. 
2.3. Comparison between Special Car and Taxi Operation Mode  
China adopts the administrative permission system for taxi operation right and vehicle operation quota. Mainly 
corporatized operation mode is adopted, in which taxis and drivers are both managed by the lease enterprises and the 
vehicles are painted uniformly and with the taxi logo. Special car service is consisted of two traditional industries, 
i.e. car lease and driver labor service. In the new age of Internet, with the involvement of third party E-commerce 
platform and the adoption of mobile internet technology, two companies providing vehicle service and driver service 
respectively may provide traveling service for customers. 
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For taxi, government adopts individualized management on the operation of taxi enterprises and enterprises adopt 
diversified management on vehicles, personnel and service reservation; for special car, government adopts 
diversified management on E-commerce platforms, car lease companies and labor companies, but the respective 
business management of the above three is individualized. Therefore, the supporting policies on the development of 
taxi and special car industries are different. 
Table 1. Major Taxi Operation Modes in Different Cities 
Taxi Operation Mode  City 
Individual operation London 
Corporatized operation Singapore 
Corporatized operation and individual operation Paris 
3. Current Major Problems of Chinese Taxi Industry 
3.1. Strict Control over Taxi Quantity and Serious Supply-demand Contradiction 
Controlled by local governments, the franchising operation of taxis should meet the requirements of the Codes 
for Planning and Design of Urban Roads, dynamic management requirements and urban development and travelling 
demands. In recent years, almost all cities led by Beijing have adjusted the total quantity of taxis, not only increasing 
taxi utilization rate through adjustments to dual-shift rate and taxi-working rate, but also functioning to some extent; 
however, it is still difficult to meet the constantly increasing travelling demand of residents, and taxiing difficulty 
still exists. The emergence of special cars is the result that enterprises actively meet with market demands, and grabs 
the original market share of the taxis. 
3.2. Subsidy to Special Car and Disordered Market Competition 
Currently, with powerful operational capital, E-commerce platform engaged in special car operation adopts the 
operation mode of “subsidy to special cars”, resulting in the discounted prices closing to those of taxi and forming 
no price gradient, thus highly overlapping taxi service market and shunting part of taxi customers with better service 
experience over taxi. 
3.3. Lack of Platform Supervision and Unlicensed Cars Subordinating to Special Cars  
Currently, a large number of individuals offer “special car” service with their private cars in the special car 
market. According to the Measures for Investigating, Punishing and Banning Unlicensed Business Operations and 
local regulations on road transportation, such operation is classified as illegal and pertains to “unlicensed car” 
operation. However, most E-commerce platforms operating special cars consider themselves as the “intermediary” 
bearing no management liabilities, which provides existence space for “unlicensed cars” in disguised form and 
squeezes the development space of taxi industry. 
4. Consummation of Countermeasures and Suggestions on the Development of Taxi Industry  
With the diversification of residents’ travelling demands, the contradictions with traditional management system 
in taxi market become more and more obvious. The emergence of special cars reflects the objective trends of supply 
segmentation due to complete market competition and consumption habits changed by Internet, and fill up in 
essence the market vacancy that taxi and car lease fail to adapt to personalized travelling demands [8]. Currently, it 
is required to guide the decisive role of market in giving full play to resource allocation by making the best use of 
the circumstances, following relevant regulations and through clear market signals and effective supervision 
management. It is also required to provide cross service with traditional passenger transportation industry, explore 
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segmental markets and implement differential management for special car service according to urban development 
positioning and actual demands. 
4.1. Strict Control over Taxi Quantity and Serious Supply-demand Contradiction 
Management standards on drivers, operation vehicles and E-commerce platforms involved in special cars should 
be formulated. Firstly, clearly specify the entity responsibility of E-commerce platforms on special car service 
supervision, formulate policy on requiring inspection on vehicles and persons, and specify corresponding 
responsibility for post-accident disputes and compensation; secondly, refer to the management on practitioners in 
taxi industry, formulate the management standards on practitioners in special car industry, and adopt the relatively 
flexible mode of “prophase registration + consequent supervision” for management; thirdly, specify the technical 
performance standards of vehicles [6], highlight the scientific settlement of private car subordinating operation 
issues, perform compulsory periodic inspection on all registered vehicles and follow mandatory scrapping requests. 
4.2. Scientific Planning of Taxi Development  
Taxi is an important guarantee for meeting the special travelling demands of the majority and the daily travelling 
demands of special groups. It is an important supplementation to public travelling, and in the essence the 
development of taxi industry could not be decided by market like that for special cars. The current franchising 
operation mode should be continued [7]. However, in the new age of Internet, the service level and efficiency of taxi 
industry should be further increased through technical upgrading, and the quantity should also be adjusted 
dynamically within certain scope according to market reflections. 
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